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ABSTRACT The interior of cells is a highly fluctuating environment. Fluctuations set limits to the accuracy with which endogenous processes can occur. The physical principles that rule these limits also affect the experimental quantification of biophysical parameters in situ. The characterization of fluctuations, on the other hand, provides a way to quantify biophysical
parameters. But as with any random process, enough data has to be collected to achieve a reliable quantitative description.
In this article we study the accuracy with which intracellular concentrations can be estimated using fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy. We show that, when the observed molecules interact with immobile species or experience other restrictions to
their movement, the hypotheses commonly used to estimate concentrations are no longer valid. The interactions with immobile
sites reduce the fluorescence variance by a finite amount. The time that is necessary to obtain an accurate concentration estimate, on the other hand, is hundreds of times larger than the slowest correlation time and is much larger when the sites move
slowly than when they are immobile. Our analysis is applicable to other related techniques and it also sheds light on the way in
which effector concentrations are read by target molecules in cells.

INTRODUCTION
The use of fluorescently marked molecules and the development of new optical techniques have given the opportunity
to observe intracellular processes at work with great resolution. The experiments allow a direct visualization of the
large fluctuations that affect these processes. These fluctuations not only impact directly on the efficiency of the mechanisms that underlie cell function but also hinder the
quantification of biophysical parameters from experiments
performed in situ. There are several optical techniques, however, that exploit fluctuations to extract quantitative information, particularly on transport rates and concentrations.
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and its variants (1–10) are among these techniques. In all of them the
fluorescence in a given (small) volume is observed for a
long time. Transport rate or concentration estimates are inferred based on a statistical analysis of the fluorescence fluctuations. Reliable estimates are then derived if the system is
in a stationary state and is observed for a long enough time.
The techniques are subject to two main sources of fluctuations: those in the number of fluorescent molecules in the
observation volume and those in the number of detected
photons per sampling time. The former are the basis of
what is the signal for the experiments. The latter correspond
to noise because the number of counted photons at different
times is uncorrelated (3). Here we are interested in molecule
number fluctuations, and how they set bounds on the time
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during which the system must be observed to derive concentration estimates with a given accuracy. The limits imposed
by physics upon the precision of these estimates also limits
the precision of the endogenous intracellular mechanisms
used to sense concentrations to perform actions. Thus, our
study not only has implications for the experimental quantification of biophysical parameters but also sheds light on the
way in which effector concentrations are read by target molecules in cells (11–13).
In FCS the fluorescence, F(t), in an observation volume,
Vobs, emitted by the fluorescently tagged molecules of interest, is monitored for a time, Tobs (1,10). Vobs ( 1 fL and the
key concentrations are approximately uniform and in equilibrium inside it. The autocorrelation function (ACF) of
the fluorescence fluctuations, dF h F(t) – hFi, is computed
as G(t) ¼ hdF(t)dF(t þ t)i/hFi2 (3). The total weight, Go h
G(t ¼ 0), of the ACF, in principle, is given by

2
ðF  hFiÞ
varðFÞ
Go ¼
;
(1)
2 ¼
2
hFi
hFi
provided that the variance and the mean are estimated
correctly from the experiment. As we have already
mentioned, var(F) depends on fluctuations in the number
of fluorescent molecules in Vobs and in the number of detected photons, but we will focus on the former. We discuss
later how photon-counting fluctuations affect our results.
For now, we will proceed as if they did not exist. In such
a case, if the fluorescent molecules obey Poisson statistics,
the total weight of the ACF satisfies
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with hNti as the mean number of fluorescent molecules in
Vobs. Using Eq. 2, hNti is typically estimated from Go in experiments. The assumptions that lead to this equation do not
hold when the fluorescent molecules react with immobile
sites, in which case, as we show in this article, there is a
different relationship between hNti and Go. Regarding
time, the ACF is often the sum of components, Gi(t) ¼
Goi fi(t), each one with individual weight, Goi , and associated to a branch of eigenvalues of a linear dynamical system
(3). In the case of a single freely diffusing species there is
only one component, (i ¼ 1), of the form

Gi ðtÞ ¼ Goi

t
1þ
ti

1 
1=2
2 t
;
1þw
ti

(3)

port timescales, however, can go undetected in the experiment, in which case the idea of transient concentrations is
inferred. This transient detection also occurs in signaling
whereby the rapid sensing of concentration changes can
expand the dynamic range of the detection process in the
presence of saturating ligand concentrations (18).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The systems
For most of the computations, we consider a reaction-diffusion system
(14–16) composed of particles, Pf, that diffuse with free coefficient, Df,
and react with binding sites, S. We assume that the particles can be fluorescent, Pft, (tagged) or nonfluorescent, Pfu (untagged), but are otherwise
identical, and that their interconversion does not occur during the duration
of the experiment. We assume that the reaction with the sites, which is
given by
kon

Ptf þ S % Ptb ;

where
ti ¼

w2r
4Di

with Di as the diffusion coefficient and wr and wz h wwr
the width of Vobs on the focal plane and along the optical
axis, respectively. For simplicity, in what follows, we will
assume w ¼ 1.
In cells, most species diffuse and bind/unbind to sites, in
which case there is not an algebraic expression for the ACF.
There are two limits in which its components recover the
form of Eq. 3 (14), i.e., the fast diffusion and the fast reaction limits, where the correlation times are determined,
respectively, by the free diffusion coefficients of the
observed species and by effective coefficients that depend
on concentrations and reaction rates (15,16) (see Materials
and Methods). In this article we focus on systems in which
the marked molecules interact with immobile or slowly
moving binding sites. We study the systems in the fast reaction limit because there is an analytic expression for the
ACF with reactions playing a role (17). As we discuss later,
our main results still apply outside this limit. In particular,
we find very different results depending on whether the
binding sites are immobile or slowly moving.
More specifically, we determine that the interaction with
immobile sites introduces correlations that reduce the variance of the observed molecules number with respect to
the noninteracting case, a feature that alters the relationship
between experimentally available parameters and concentrations. A smaller variance implies smaller errors in the
concentration estimates. The time during which the system
must be probed to obtain the estimates with a given accuracy
in this case depends on a relatively fast timescale. When the
binding sites move slowly, the observation time can be very
long and much larger than the time it takes to infer transport
rates in FCS with the same accuracy. The very slow trans-

Puf

koff
kon

þ S % Pub ;

(4)

koff

where the rates of binding and unbinding define the dissociation constant,
KD h koff/kon, which does not alter the photophysical properties of the
particles. Thus, we have a system with five species: Pft, Pbt, Pfu, Pbu,
and S. We assume that the binding sites belong to molecules that
are much larger than the particles so that both Pbt,u and S diffuse with
DS << Df. The equilibrium concentrations of the various species, [Pft],
[Pbt], [Pfu], [Pbu], and [S], satisfy

h

h

i
Pt;u
½S ¼ KD ½Pt;u
f
b ;

i
h i h i
Ptf ;b ¼ ft Ptf ;b þ Puf;b ;

with ft the fraction of tagged particles, and [Pfu] þ [Pft] þ [Pbu] þ [Pbt] ¼
[P]T and [S] þ [Pbt] þ [Pbu] ¼ [S]T are the constants. To gain insight into
some properties of the reaction-diffusion system we also perform calculations using a simpler system with two noninteracting equally fluorescent
species, f and S, that diffuse, respectively, with coefficients Df and DS.

Autocorrelation function: analytic calculations
For the reaction-diffusion system introduced before, the fluorescence
collected by the microscope at time t is

Z

FðtÞ ¼ Dt



d3~
r; tÞ þ ctb ð~
r; tÞ
rIð~
rÞq ctf ð~

(3), with Dt as the sample time, Ið~
rÞ as the distribution of the excitation light
in the sample, q as the product of the absorption cross section, the fluorescence quantum yield, and the efficiency of the fluorophore (which we assume yields the same result for Pft and Pbt), and cft, cbt as the number
density of fluorescent molecules in their free and bound forms. The latter
include particle number fluctuations. For example, cft is given by

ctf ¼

X 
d~
r ~
r if ðtÞ
if

with the sum running over the free fluorescent particles and ~
rif ðtÞ is
the location of each of them at time t. As we explain later, to obtain an
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analytic expression of the ACF we actually calculate the difference,
dctf hctf ð~
r; tÞ  ½Ptf , with respect to the equilibrium solution, [Pft] and,
simultaneously, the differences for all five species of the system, as the
solution of a linear reaction-diffusion system. It is implicit in this calculation that the mean number of molecules of each species in the observation
volume is proportional to the corresponding equilibrium concentration
(e.g., hNfti ¼ Vobs[Pft]). The autocorrelation function of the fluorescence
fluctuations (ACF) is defined and computed as (3)

GðtÞ ¼

hdFðtÞdFðt þ tÞi
2

hFðtÞi

R Tobs
¼ Tobs

0



tS ¼

t coll ¼

d3~
rIð~
rÞ:

Vobs ¼

To derive an analytic expression for G(t), we follow Krichevsky and Bonnet
(3). Namely, we solve the (linearized) equations of the reaction-diffusion
system for the deviations of the concentrations of the five species with
respect to the equilibrium solution, [Pft], [Pbt], [Pfu], [Pbu], and [S], and
compute

Z
dFðtÞ ¼ Dt

d3~
rIð~
rÞq


X
r; tÞ þ dctb ð~
r; tÞ
dctf ð~
if

using the solution, dcft, dcbt, of the linear system. This solution can be
written in Fourier space in terms of the (branches of) eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the linear system and the ACF becomes

Z

3

GðtÞ ¼

q2





ð2pÞ
Ptf

X
s

þ

Ptb

2 

Xl;s expðls tÞ

 X
d xbI ~
x
qj ql

t sm

j;l

X

X

1

(6)

s2 ;
s;k j;k

k

where the subscripts j, l label the five species of the reaction-diffusion system; the index, (s), labels the eigenvalues; bIð~
xÞ is the Fourier transform of
Ið~
rÞ; qi is the fluorescence efficiency of the ith species (it is either zero or q);
X is the matrix of eigenvectors, and X1 is its inverse; ls is the sth eigenvalue; and s2 is the matrix of initial correlations between the species.
Both in Krichevsky and Bonnet (3) and here, it is assumed that the initial
correlations are spatially short-ranged, hdci ð~
r; 0Þdcj ð~
r 0 ; 0Þifdð~
r ~
r0 Þ.
Under this assumption, in the fast reaction limit (which holds when reactions occur on a timescale), tr (which is faster than that of (free) diffusion
across the observation volume, tf (14)), the ACF of the reaction-diffusion
system is the sum of three diffusive components that, considering a
Gaussian illumination profile, can be written as (16) (for a detailed calculation, see the Supporting Material)

GoS
Gocoll
r
r
GðtÞ ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ þ 
t
t
t
t
1þ
1 þ w2
1þ
1 þ w2
tS
tS
t coll
t coll
Gosm
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ;
þ
t
t
1 þ w2
1þ
t sm
t sm
(7)
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!;
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where w ¼ wz/wr is the ratio of the beam waist along the direction of propagation of the light, wz, and along the perpendicular direction, wr. In this
limit, the weights of the components associated to the two branches of
eigenvalues not included in Eq. 7 are negligible. Using





r; 0Þdcj ð~
r 0 ; 0Þ ¼ dNi dNj dð~
dci ð~
r ~
r 0 Þ Vobs ;
we obtain general expressions for the weights of each component of
the ACF as functions of the variances and covariances of the random
variables of the problem. Choosing subsequently different variances and
covariances we extend the calculation beyond the usual assumption of
Poisson (uncorrelated) statistics of Krichevsky and Bonnet (3). More specifically, for the weights and characteristic times of each component, we
obtain

G oS ¼

Gosm ¼

Ptf

1

2
hN t i KD þ Pf

Gocoll ¼

3

2

!

½S
4 Df þ
DS
KD ½ST


½S
2
wr 1 þ
KD
;
¼ 
½S
4 Df þ
DS
KD

(5)

Z

½S2
1þ
KD ½ST

w2r

dFðtÞdFðt þ tÞdt
2 ;
R Tobs
FðtÞdt
0

where dF(t) ¼ F(t)  hFi is the deviation of the fluorescence from its mean,
hFi; and Tobs is the observation time. The observation volume is

w2r
;
4DS

g1 ;
T

KD g2  Pf

Ptf

1
t 2

hN i KD þ Pf

Puf g4  Ptf g5

1
hN t i

2

Pf

Pf

T

T

g3

;

(9)

T

;

T

where [Pf]T ¼ [Pft] þ [Pfu] is the (equilibrium) total free particle concentrations, hNti ¼ Vobs([Pft] þ [Pbt]) is the mean number of fluorescent molecules
in Vobs, and the correlation factors are given by


 
 
 

g1 ¼ dNbt2 þ dNft dNbt þ dNft dNS þ dNft dNbu

 t u  t
þ dNb dNb þ dNb dNS ;
 t2   t2 

 

g2 ¼ dNf þ dNb þ 2 dNft dNbt þ dNft dNfu
 
 


þ dNfu dNbt þ dNft dNbu þ dNbt dNbu ;
 
 
 


g3 ¼ dNft dNS þ dNbt dNS  dNft2  dNft dNbt
 


 dNft dNfu  dNfu dNbt ;
 




g4 ¼ dNft2 þ dNbt2 þ 2 dNft dNbt ;

 
 
 

g5 ¼ dNft dNfu þ dNfu dNbt þ dNft dNbu þ dNbt dNbu ;
(10)
where Ntf, Ntb, Nuf, Nub, and NS are the five random variables of the problem, namely, the number of free and bound particles, both tagged and untagged, and of binding sites in Vobs. We see from the expressions in Eq. 9
that, in the fast reaction limit, the ACF has three characteristic times
(14,16): one associated to the free diffusion of the binding sites, DS, and
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X

the other two to the collective and single molecule effective diffusion
coefficients,
2

Dcoll ¼

Df þ

½S
DS
KD ½ST

!,
1þ

2

½S
KD ½ST

t

N ¼

!

s2 ¼

and

Dsm


 

½S
½S
¼ Df þ
DS
1þ
;
KD
KD

as studied in Pando et al. (15). As previously shown in Ipiña and Dawson
(14) and Sigaut et al. (16), DS < Df implies that tS R tsm R tcoll R tf ¼
wr2/4Df. Under the usual assumptions that the correlations are spatially
short-ranged and that Ntf, Ntb, NS, Nuf, and Nub are not correlated between
themselves and obey Poisson statistics, i.e.,




dci ð~
r; 0Þdcj ð~
r 0 ; 0Þ ¼ hci idij dð~
r ~
r0Þ

bo
G
coll ¼ ft

Nft

E


½S  t 
N
þ
;
½ST b

n
X
‘

N‘t  N

(11)

(14)

2
;

w2r
:
4D

In any experiment, it is Dt << tcorr, so that the values that Nt takes along
time, {Ntl}, are not independent. Given that
n
 
1X
t
var N ¼ var
Nt
n ‘¼1 ‘

(12)

b oi hhN t i2 Goi . In the Results,
where we have introduced the notation G
we show the weights that are obtained when the binding sites are
immobile, a property that introduces correlations between some of the stochastic variables and invalidates the assumption of uncorrelated Poisson
statistics.
In the case of the simpler system with two noninteracting equally fluorescent species that diffuse with Df and DS s 0, the ACF is the sum of two
b o2 ¼ hN t i with
terms of the form of Eq. 3 with D1 ¼ Df, D2 ¼ DS, and G
S
t
N f and NS the number of fluorescent molecules of the f and the S species,
t
t
t
respectively, and N ¼ N f þ N S. In this case, if DS ¼ 0, all fluorescence fluctuations are due to the f particles diffusion and the ACF has one component
with correlation time, tf ¼ wr2/(4Df). It must be noted that the ACF of the
reaction-diffusion system reduces to that of the system with two noninteracting species in the fast diffusion limit (14).

t

n1

t corr ¼

b o ¼ ð1  ft ÞhN t i;
G
sm
t 

b o ¼ Pb N t ;
G
S
b
½ST

;

l

the estimators of hNti and var(Nt), respectively, where Nlt is the number of
fluorescent molecules in Vobs at time t ¼ ‘Dt and n ¼ Tobs/Dt (i.e., the ratio
of the observation to the sampling time of the experiment) is the sample
t
size. N and s2 are unbiased estimators so that their expected values are
t
hN i and var(Nt), respectively. The estimators are random variables. Their
variance as a function of the sample size, n, provides information on how
different the estimators can be with respect to their expected values after
a certain observation time.
t
We now calculate varðN Þ and var(s2) for the case of a single fluorescent
species that diffuses with coefficient, D. In this case there is a single correlation time,

(3), the expressions in Eq. 10 lead to the weights derived in (16)

D

N‘t

!

n
 t


1 X
N‘  hN t i Nkt  hN t i ;
¼ 2
n ‘;k ¼ 1

(15)

we exploit the behavior of the ACF, which in this case satisfies
2

hN t i GðtÞ ¼ hðN t ðtÞ  hN t iÞðN t ðt þ tÞ  hN t iÞi
varðN t Þ
¼ 
3=2
t
1þ
t corr
to approximate





N‘t  hN t i Nkt  hN t i ;

by

D
ACF weights estimates and their precision
For any system, both the individual, Goi , and the total

Go ¼

X

E

¼ varðN t Þ if Dtð‘  kÞjRt corr

  varðN t Þ
t
ð1 þ ðn  1ÞrÞ
var N z
n

i

weights of the ACF, depend on the mean, the variance, and the covariances
of the random variables of the problem (the number of molecules in Vobs). In
an actual experiment, the means, variances, and covariances are estimated
from the observations. Thus, the computation of the weights is done in
terms of these estimators. Let us call

the estimator of the total weight with

2

and 0, otherwise. In this way, we obtain

Goi ;

2
~ o h s  ;
G
t 2
N

Nlt  hN t i

(13)

(16)

with

r ¼ 2

ðn þ 1Þt
:
ðn  1ÞTobs

We obtain a similar result if we use a set of uncorrelated data out of the observations, namely, the sequence of nu ~ Tobs/tcorr values observed at times
tj ¼ jtcorr. In such a case, we obtain

 t
varðN t Þ Tobs
var N ¼

varðN t Þ
nu
t corr
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as before. In this uncorrelated case, it is

Numerical simulations
2


2ðvarðN ÞÞ
:
var s2 ¼
nu  1
t

t

Proceeding similarly with s2 as with N , we obtain
2

2ðvarðN t ÞÞ
ð1 þ ðn  1ÞrÞ;
var s2 z
n1

(17)

with r as before. The estimates from Eqs. 16 and 17 also apply to each fluorescent species of a multispecies system in the absence of interactions. As
shown in the Results, they can also be used with proper correlation times in
the case of interacting species.
For systems with several equally fluorescent species with numbers of
molecules in Vobs, Nti, that are not correlated with those of the other fluorescent species, the total weight and its estimate are given by

X


var Nit

Go ¼ Di X E2 ;
Nit
X
~o ¼
G

s2i
;

i

N

where

t2

X

Nt ¼

(18)

i

hNtii

and
and si are the estimates of
and var(Nti), respectively. Making
2
the identification (DX) ¼ var(DX) between the error, DX, and the variance,
t
varDX, for X ¼ N i ; s2i , we obtain
2

 ~ 2
DGo
1 X
 
¼  2
~o
~o
G
G
j

P
var s2
¼ P i  i
t
i var Ni

TABLE 1
Parameter
DS
Df
koff
KD
[S]
[Pft]
[Pbt]
[Pfu]
[Pbt]
Tobs
Ið!
rÞ
Vobs
VT

RESULTS
In this section, we first compare the correlation times and
weights of the ACF for the reaction-diffusion system with immobile and with mobile binding sites. We then analyze how a
finite observation volume affects the weights of the ACF. We
then study the accuracy of the estimates of the ACF weights
as a function of the observation time for a system with freely
diffusing molecules and for the reaction-diffusion system.
To perform the analyses, we apply the calculations presented
in Materials and Methods to the two systems under study.
ACF for a reaction-diffusion system with
immobile binding sites in the case of a small
observation volume

Nit

i
t
Ni

In order to check our analytic calculations, we perform a series of stochastic
numerical simulations using a Gillespie-like algorithm (19), as described in
Ipiña and Dawson (14). To compute F(t), we weigh the contribution of each
particle using a Gaussian profile (mimicking a confocal microscope) or counting all those inside a cube with the same weight. We perform simulations both
for the reaction-diffusion and for the simpler system with two noninteracting
species using the system parameters listed in Table 1. No-flux boundary conditions were considered. In the case of the reaction-diffusion system, the diffusion coefficients and the dissociation constant correspond to those derived
from an analysis (17) of FCS experiments performed in embryos of Drosophila
melanogaster to estimate the diffusion coefficient of the protein Bicoid (20).

~o
vG
vs2j

!2

 
var s2j þ

When the binding sites are immobile (i.e., DS ¼ 0), their
number inside Vobs is fixed, i.e., NST ¼ NS þ Nbt þ Nbu is

~o
vG
t

vN j

!2

 
var Njt

!

 
P
t
2
4 i var N i
var
s
i
i
¼ P 2 þ DP E2
2
t
i si
N
P

i

 
t
4 i var N i
P t 2 :
2 þ
i Ni

i

P

(19)

Simulation parameters used to make the figures of this article
Fig. 1 a
2

Fig. 1 b
1

[0–10]mm s
19 mm2 s1
400 s1
0.2496 mM
2.87 mM
5.90 mM
68.29 mM
1.78 mM
20.02 mM
100 s
Gaussian
0.15 mm3
27 mm3
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2

1

10 mm s
19 mm2 s1
400 s1
0.2496 mM
2.87 mM
5.90 mM
68.29 mM
1.78 mM
20.02 mM
100 s
Gaussian
0.36 mm3
[8–64]mm3

Fig. 2 a
2

1

0.005 mm s
500 mm2 s1
—
—
—
0.01 mM
0.01 mM
—
—
[0.03–11–1000]s
Gaussian
0.068 mm3
27 mm3

Fig. 2 b

Fig. 3

0
19 mm2 s1
400 s1
0.2496 mM
2.87 mM
5.90 mM
68.29 mM
1.78 mM
20.02 mM
[0.04–0.64–10–82]s
Gaussian
0.15 mm3
27 mm3

10 mm2 s1
19 mm2 s1
0.1 s1
0.192 nM
2.21 nM
4.54 nM
52.53 nM
1.37 nM
15.40 nM
100 s
Cubic
0.064 mm3
27 mm3
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constant. Thus, dNtb þ dNS þ dNub ¼ 0, so that Ntb, NS, and
Nub are correlated (they obey multinomial statistics) and
satisfy


 2
hNi i
dNi ¼ hNi i 1 
NST
and

ACF for cases with comparable observation and
total available volumes

 


Nj
;
dNi dNj ¼ hNi i
NST

for i s j. Assuming that there are no other correlations and
that Ntf and Nuf obey Poisson statistics, using Eq. 10 we
obtain gi ¼ 0. The weight associated to DS becomes
GoS ¼ 0 for DS ¼ 0. The other factors, gi, remain as in the
usual (Poissonian) case, so that Gocoll and Gosm are still given
by Eq. 11. Thus, the total weight,
Go ¼ Gocoll þ Gosm þ GoS ¼

b osm þ G
bo
bo þ G
G
S
coll
hN t i

curve) or DS ¼ 10 mm2/s (crosses and dashed curve). Go
is different in each case, although hNti is the same. Thus,
a blind fit of the data assuming Poisson statistics in both
cases would result in two very different concentrations.

2

equals (var(Ntf) þ var(Ntb))/hNti2 but, because
 
 
 

var Nbt ¼ Nbt 1  Nbt NST ¼ Nbt 1  Ptb

;

(20)

½ST ;

When Vobs is large compared to the total volume over which
the molecules diffuse, VT, the Poisson statistics does not
hold even if DS s 0. Namely, the total number of fluorescent particles in Vobs, Nt ¼ Ntf þ Ntb, is correlated with
the corresponding number outside Vobs. As a result of this,
the variance of Nt and, hence the total weight, Go, are multiplied by the factor


Vobs
1
VT
with respect to the Vobs << VT case. This is illustrated in
Fig. 1 b, where the parameters are such that 1  Vobs <<
VT varies from 0.96 to 0.99 between the two portrayed simulations. This difference should result, according to the
theory, in an ~4% variation of the total weight, which is
what we obtain with the simulations.

then
Go s1=hN t i:
If DS s 0 and Vobs << VT with VT the total accessible volume of the system, then NS, Ntb, and Nub are Poisson (instead
of multinomial) distributed. In such a case, Eq. 11 still holds
b o is given by Eq. 12, which is independent of DS.
but G
S
Thus, the total weights Go for DS ¼ 0 and DS s 0 differ
by a finite amount because of the correlations that the reaction introduces. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 a, where we show
the ACF of two numerically generated fluorescence time-series (symbols) and the corresponding analytic expressions
(lines). The parameters are the same in both simulations
(see Table 1) except for DS, which is 0 (squares and solid
a

b

Observation time that is needed to obtain
estimates of the ACF weights with a given
accuracy
Freely diffusing particles with disparate diffusion coefficients

As described before and illustrated in Fig. 1 a, the difference between the weights, GoS , for DS ¼ 0 and for
DS s 0, is finite and independent of DS. Thus, the
DS ¼ 0 case corresponds to a singular limit. We now
analyze if, for DS small enough, there is a range of Tobs
values for which the ACF can be approximated by an
expression with GoS ¼ 0. To this end, we first consider the
simpler system with two types of equally fluorescent molecules (f and S) that only diffuse with Df and DS << Df for
which the ACF is the sum of two components of the form of
Eq. 3 with correlation times
ti ¼

FIGURE 1 (a) ACF, G(t), of a system of particles that diffuse and react
with immobile (squares) or mobile (crosses) sites. The curves are the theoretical predictions for DS s 0 (dashed) and DS ¼ 0 (solid). (b) Similar to
panel b, but for DS s 0 and Vobs ¼ 0.36 mm3, VT ¼ 8 mm3 (circles).

w2r
;
4Di

where i ¼ f, S (see Materials and Methods). We then use
t
Eqs. 16 and 17 to compute var(X)/hXi2 for X ¼ N i ; s2i ,
2
2
i ¼ f, S and, by setting var(X)/hXi ¼ a , we derive the
convergence times, Ta(X) for X to be within its expected
value with relative error a.
Assuming that Ntf and NtS obey Poisson statistics and that
ti >> Dt, following this approach we obtain
 
. 

t
Ta N i z200t i Nit and Ta s2i z400t i
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for a ¼ 0.1. We then see that
 

t
Ta N i <Ta s2i
t

for hNtii > 1 and that while Ta ðN i Þ decreases with hNtii, the
value Ta(si2) is independent of this number. Thus, there is a
limit to the accuracy with which the fluctuation variances
and, thus, the weight of the ACF can be computed after a
time Tobs, which is determined by the correlation times, tf
and tS, and is independent of the concentrations. Further~ o if hNti
more, this limit dominates the relative error of G
is large enough (T5). In view of Eq. 19 and considering
the slowest correlation time of the example, tS, we conclude
that we must have Tobs > tS/a2 >> tS to estimate Go with
relative error a. Although tS >> tf, the relative ordering between Ta(sf2) and tS is arbitrary. The value tS also determines the time over which NtS changes significantly. Thus,
if tS >> Ta(sf2), we expect that there would be a range of
Tobs values for which the ACF can be approximated by a
single component with correlation time, tf and weight

.
~ o  s2 N t þ N t ðt ¼ 0Þ :
G
f
f
S
Otherwise, the lack of convergence of the ACF computed
with Tobs < tS would be noticeable (e.g., by becoming negative for certain lag times, t).
This behavior is confirmed by the stochastic numerical
simulations of Fig. 2 a, where we plot the ACFs obtained
using Tobs values that satisfy Ta(s2f) ¼ 0.01 s < Tobs ¼
0.027 s << tS ¼ 2.65 s (squares), Tobs ¼ 0.87 s ~ tS/3
(triangles), and Tobs ¼ 350 s ~ 130 tS (circles) for a ¼
0.1. The ACFs obtained for Tobs up to ~0.1tS are similar
to the one displayed with circles. As may be observed, the
correlation time, tS, is unobservable for Tobs << tS and becomes apparent for Tobs ( tS. The total weight depends on
NST(t ¼ 0) for Tobs << tS and converges to its actual value,
a

b

from which a reliable estimate of the total concentration of
fluorescent particles can be derived, for Tobs >> tS.
Reaction-diffusion system with immobile binding sites

For DS ¼ 0, the timescale, tS, is absent from the ACF and the
variance of Nt is reduced both for the system of Fig. 2 a and
for the reaction-diffusion system with respect to the DS s 0
~ o =G
~ o is reduced and
case. These two features imply that DG
~
that the expected value of Go may be achieved on a shorter
timescale if DS ¼ 0. This is equivalent to the transient situ~ o converging to its
ation of Fig. 2 a for Tobs << tS, but with G
actual value. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 b, where we
show the ACF derived from the same data as in Fig. 1 a
(DS ¼ 0) but for values of Tobs that, when compared with
the slowest correlation time of the ACF (in this case, tsm),
satisfy Tobs/tsm ~ 3 (crosses), 43 (squares), 681 (circles),
~ o in Fig. 2 b
and 5450 (triangles). The relative errors of G
agree fairly well with the estimates obtained using Eq. 19
with var(Nti) and var(si2) given, respectively, by Eqs. 16
and 17 with Nt ¼ Nti (i ¼ f, S) and tcorr ¼ tsm. Namely,
for the parameters of the simulation, it is

 
var Nbt ¼ Nbt 1  Ptb ½ST ¼ 10; 400
and
 
D E
var Nft ¼ Nft ¼ 3580;
which yield

DGo Go  8t sm Tobs

 2  

2
þ var Nbt
var Nft
  
 2
var Nft þ var Nbt

 5t sm Tobs :
Thus, according to this estimate, the relative error of the examples of Fig. 2 b varies between 1.7 and 0.001.
Reaction-diffusion system with slowly moving binding sites

FIGURE 2 ACF, G(t), computed from stochastic simulations with
different Tobs (symbols) and theoretical function (solid line). (a) System
of freely diffusing f and S particles with Df ¼ 500 mm2/s, DS ¼ 0.005
mm2/s, and hNfi ¼ hNSi ¼ 0.4; Tobs ¼ 0.027 s (squares), 0.87 s (triangles),
and 350 s (circles). Theoretical ACF for NS ¼ 0 (dashed-dotted line) and
rescaled version to match the simulated weight (dashed line). (b) Same system as in Fig. 1 a (DS ¼ 0) for Tobs ¼ 0.04 s (crosses), 0.64 s (squares),
10.22 s (circles), and 81.76 s (triangles).
Biophysical Journal 107(11) 2674–2683

For the reaction-diffusion system with DS s 0, the slowest
correlation time, tS, also rules the variation of NST and determines for how long there is an apparent correlation that
~ o z0. Differently from the case with two freely
makes G
S
diffusing and equally fluorescent species described before,
in this case there is not a one-to-one correspondence between independent random variables and correlation times
(see Eq. 7 and Eqs. 11 and 12). But in any case, to compute
~ o , we use Eq. 19 with
the error of the total weight estimate, G


½S t
N1t hft Nft þ
Nb ;
½ST
N2t hð1  ft ÞN t ;
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mean number of particles in Vobs. This is a consequence of
having


  t 2
 2 2
¼ var s2i
Dvar Nit
var Ni
si z2ri  4t i Tobs ;

and
N3t h

Ptb t
N:
½ST b

I.e., we work as if Nti, i ¼ 1, 2, 3, were three independent
random variables, each of which is characterized by a single
correlation time (t1 ¼ tcoll, t1 ¼ tsm, and t3 ¼ tS) and such
that var(Nti) ¼ hNtii. These variables are such that
X
Nit ¼ N t ;
i

so that the total weight is given by
X  X 2
Go ¼
var Nit
Nit
i

i

as required by Eq. 19. This approximate calculation gives
good error estimates as shown in Fig. 3, where we
plot the component and total weights obtained from stochastic simulations as functions of Tobs (symbols), the
theoretical values given by Eqs. 11 and 12 (solid lines)
and the error of the weights computed as just explained
(shaded area). This implies that, as in the case of
Fig. 2 a, when particles diffuse and react there is also a
basic limit to the convergence time of the weights which
is determined by the correlation times (i.e., by the diffusion
coefficients and the volume size) and is independent of the

FIGURE 3 Component and total weights of the ACF computed from stochastic simulations of particles that diffuse and react (symbols), corresponding theoretical values (curves), and expected errors around them after an
observation time, Tobs, computed as explained in the text (shaded areas).
For simulation parameters, please see Table 1.

which differs from
. 
.
 . 
 
t
2
Nit zri Nit  2t i Tobs Nit
var N i
in that it does not depend on the mean number of particles in
the observation volume.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the accuracy of concentration estimates
that can be derived from the analysis of the ACF obtained
from FCS experiments performed on systems of fluorescent
particles, those that diffuse and react with mobile or immobile binding sites. We have only considered the limits that
fluctuations in the number of observable molecules impose
on the observation time needed to obtain such estimates
with a given relative error. In actual experiments, the total
weight of the ACF, Go, is also affected by the noise of the
photon-counting process (shot noise). This noise is associated to fluctuations in the number of detected photons per
fluorescent molecule and is independent of the underlying
dynamics of the observed particles. The effect of this noise
has been studied in Krichevsky and Bonnet (3), Koppel (21),
and Qian (22), where it has been shown that it affects the
ACF at t ¼ 0. Thus, the weights from which the concentrations can be computed are directly affected by this noise.
Our calculations should then be considered as providing a
lower bound on the estimated concentration error. In most
experimental situations, however, the shot noise can be
reduced considerably by a proper choice of the experimental
parameters.
We have obtained analytic expressions for the weights
and their relative errors for the reaction-diffusion system
in the fast reaction limit (i.e., when the reaction and diffusion timescales satisfy tr << tD (14,16)). We have verified
the analytic results by means of stochastic numerical simulations. In particular, we have shown that when the fluorescent molecules react with immobile (DS ¼ 0) binding sites,
the site-bound molecules follow a multinomial instead of a
Poisson distribution. This reduces the (observed) fluorescence variance by a finite amount with respect to the case
with moving binding sites, as illustrated in Fig. 1 a. Moreover, the variance and the mean of the number of fluorescent
molecules in Vobs (hNti) are no longer equal and the total
weight of the ACF, Go, is not the inverse of hNti. Thus, a
blind fit of the data assuming Poisson statistics would result
in an erroneous concentration estimate in this case.
We have Go s 1/hNti for a system with equally fluorescent noninteracting species if one of them is immobile, as
illustrated in Fig. 2 a. This implies that Go s 1/hNti for
Biophysical Journal 107(11) 2674–2683
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the reaction-diffusion system with DS ¼ 0 in the fast diffusion limit (when tD << tr) because its ACF coincides with
that of the noninteracting particle system (14). Given that
the same result is obtained in the two limiting situations
of the reaction-diffusion system we expect it to hold in
any other situation (tr ~ tD) as well.
The DS ¼ 0 case corresponds to a singular limit. Namely,
the ACF of the reaction-diffusion system with DS ¼ 0 in the
fast reaction limit is characterized by two correlation times,
tcoll and tsm, and Go s 1/hNti. As soon as DS s 0, the ACF
has three correlation times, tcoll, tsm, and tS, and the Poisson
statistics and the inverse relationship between Go and hNti
are recovered. However, from the observation of the fluctuations, only estimates of the variance and mean of the number of fluorescent molecules can be derived. To have
accurate estimates, the system must be observed for a long
enough time. To determine how long is sufficient, we first
explored this problem for the simpler system of two
freely diffusing equally fluorescent species, as illustrated
in Fig. 2 a.
t
We obtained that the times, Ta ðN i Þ and Ta(si2), needed to
estimate the mean and the variance of the number of fluorescent molecules of each species, Nti, with relative error a ¼
0.1, were approximately given by
 
. 

t
Ta N i z200t i Nit and Ta s2i z400t i
with ti as the diffusive correlation time of each species. This
implies that the system must be observed for hundreds of
correlation times, ti, to derive reliable concentration estimates from the ACF (with ~10% error). The fact that
Ta(si2) is independent of hNtii, on the other hand, sets a
limit for the relative error of the variance estimate, si2,
and, thus, the weight of the ACF, which is independent of
the concentrations.
This concentration-independent limit dominates the rela~ o if hNti is moderately large (T5). In such a
tive error of G
case, changing the number of fluorescent particles in the
observation volume would not result in an improvement of
the accuracy of the weight estimate. As mentioned before,
these results hold for the reaction-diffusion system in the
fast diffusion limit as well. The illustration of Fig. 3, on
the other hand, shows that similar expressions for the
weight-relative errors as those of the system with noninteracting species can be used in the case of the reaction-diffusion system with DS s 0 in the fast reaction limit. This also
implies that, in this limit, the time needed for the weight to
be within its actual value with a ¼ 0.1 relative error is ~400
times that of the slowest correlation time, tS, in this case. As
before, given that we obtain similar results for the reactiondiffusion system in its two limiting situations, we expect
that the same results also hold for any other intermediate
situation.
Because the concentration estimates are derived from the
weights, this means that a much longer observation time is
Biophysical Journal 107(11) 2674–2683
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necessary to derive them than to estimate correlation times.
However, depending on DS, observing the system for such a
long time could be unattainable in an actual experiment, due
to bleaching or other causes. For example, the duration of
FCS experiments performed in Drosophila melanogaster
embryos to estimate the diffusion coefficient of Bcd is
limited by the time between successive nuclear divisions
(~8 min). In Abu-Arish et al. (20) the ACF derived from
such FCS experiments was computed for lag times, t,
between 10 ms and 15 s. The slowest correlation time
derived from the experiment was ~422 ms 5 164 ms
(our ts). The ratio ts/Tobs for Tobs ¼ 15 s is ~0.03, in which
case, according to our calculation, the relative error of the
weight, GoS , is >33%.
A larger relative error can then be expected for concentration estimates derived from the total weight of the ACF. It
must be noted that in this example the particles (Bcd) are
not uniformly distributed in the embryo. Their distribution
within Vobs, however, is approximately uniform (wr ~
0.3 mm, while the characteristic length-scale of the Bcd
gradient is ~100 mm), so our theory can be applied (17).
The fact that the expressions for the errors derived for the
case with noninteracting species also provide good estimates for the reaction-diffusion system in the fast reaction
limit, allows us to extrapolate to the latter some of the results
of Fig. 2 a that were obtained for the system with two freely
diffusing species. This is easier to do if we assume that all
particles, P, of the reaction-diffusion system are fluorescent
(ft ¼ 1). In such a case the ACF, in the fast reaction limit, has
only two timescales, tS and tcoll (see Eq. 11), as in the
example with two freely diffusing species and DS s 0.
In such a case, if tS and tcoll are sufficiently different so
that tS >> Ta(s2coll) >> tcoll for a ¼ 1, experiments with
Tobs ~ Ta(s2coll) would provide an approximated ACF in
which the timescale, tS, would go undetected as in one of
the examples of Fig. 2 a. If the separation is not wide
enough, however, the presence of tS would be apparent as
in another of the examples of Fig. 2 a.
The above discussion shows that accurate concentration
estimates require a much longer observation time than the
(diffusive) correlation times when the sites diffuse very
slowly. This long observation time cannot be reduced by
changing Vobs (unless Vobs becomes comparable to the accessible volume, VT). If exactly the same system but with
immobile binding sites is probed, a good estimate can be
achieved in a shorter time, as illustrated in Fig. 2 b, because
the long-time correlation introduced by the slowly diffusing
sites disappears. The value that is derived in this case, however, depends on the total number of binding sites that are
inside Vobs. If this number is very different from [S]T Vobs
with [S]T as the equilibrium concentration over the accessible volume, then the experiment is exploring some sort
of local equilibrium and provides information about it.
In the simulations of reaction-diffusion systems discussed
in this article, the relative error of the total weight of the
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ACF after a time, Tobs, is dominated by that of the variance.
The same correlation times that enter this relative error are
also involved in that of the concentrations. The accuracy
with which concentrations are sensed is relevant for the processing of information in cells. For this problem, the distinction between fluorescent and nonfluorescent particles is
unnecessary. In this case, the two correlation times involved
in the accuracy of the concentration estimate are the one of
the binding sites if the sites are mobile, tS, and the one associated to the free, tf, or the collective diffusion coefficient,
tcoll in the fast diffusion and the fast reaction limits, respectively (14). If the sites are immobile, only one correlation
time remains: tcoll (which can be much shorter than tsm
(15)), or tf. This implies that the diffusion time of the moving particles is the one that sets a lower bound for the observation time required by endogenous sensors to detect
effector concentrations with a given accuracy. This result
agrees with those obtained in Bialek and Setayeshgar
(11,13) and Gregor et al. (12). We finally remark that the
limited volume over which some molecules move inside
cells can also reduce the variance of their number, as illustrated in Fig. 1 b.
In this example, the change of Vobs/VT between both
curves is such that only an ~4% variation of the total weight
is expected. In fact, the simulations give Go ¼ 5.94  105
for VT ¼ 8 mm3, and Go ¼ 6.18  105 for VT ¼ 64 mm3,
which agree with the theory. For other parameter values a
larger reduction could be achieved. Such restriction could
then shorten the time required for their concentration to be
read accurately by the endogenous sensing mechanisms.
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